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DRT expands its network for the distribution of resins

From October 15th 2018, DRT will have a new distributor: the company QUIMIDROGA France EURL,
one of the 10 major European distributors. This partner of choice will be in charge of the marketing
and distribution of the resins dedicated to the French adhesive, coating, construction and elastomers
markets. This business agreement between DRT and QUIMIDROGA is the logical outcome of their 30year collaboration.
As a real flagship of the French plant-based chemistry, specialized in the development of rosin and
turpentine extracted from pine resin, DRT carries on developing a close-knit distributors’ network in
order to better satisfy its customers.
« The industrial markets are more than ever looking for green alternatives to develop environmentallyfriendly and sustainable products. With our new distributor, we offer them an additional commercial
contact (with a dedicated team of experts and a modern logistics complex) which fits very naturally into
our supply chain. » explains Eric Moussu, DRT Sales & Marketing Director.
With its strong expertise, QUIMIDROGA, a company founded in 1944 in Barcelona, is dedicated to the
commercialisation and distribution of chemicals. Its line of action is based on the deep knowledge of its
activity, the constant hard work and the lifelong loyalty at the service of its customers.

About DRT
DRT is specialized in the development of rosin and turpentine extracted from pine resin. As a French company, DRT employs
1,350 people and boasts sales of €500 million. Over 90% of sales are generated in international markets. DRT has sales offices
and numerous industrial sites across the globe, including four factories in France, two in the US, one in China and three in India
through a joint venture. DRT mainly supplies the perfume, adhesive, tire and health & nutrition markets.
To learn more about DRT, visit: http://www.drt.fr/en.html

